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ABSTRACT
Geographic variation in Perognathus fa scia/us Wied and the identities of specimens
of P. fa sciatus and P. fla vescens from areas of potential sympatry were investigated.
Populations of P. fasciatus from the northern Great Plains , in areas with the highest
amounts of precipitation, were the darke st colored and had proportionately the smallest
auditory bullae. Size varied clinally in the Great Plains , with larger mice being found in
the cooler, northern latitudes. Population s from the arid intermountain basins of Colo-
rado , Utah , and Wyoming were largest in size , had the longest tails , were the palest in
color, and had the largest bullae . Two race s of the olive-backed pocket mouse are
recognized-s-P. fa scia/us fa scia/us Wied, 1839, from the Great Plains, and P. fasciatus
callistus Osgood , 1900, from the intermountain basins of Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming.
No evidence was found that would suggest interspecific hybridization between P.
fa scia/us and P . fiavescens . The two species are divergent in size and proportions and
occupy different habitats in the Great Plains. 1n the Unitah Basin of Utah and Colorado,
however, they are convergent structurally and appear to occupy similar habitats, but
are not known to be sympatric .
INTRODUCTION
Maximilian, Prince of Wied, obtained the first pocket mouse taken
in North America in 1833. He discovered the olive-backed pocket
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mouse along the Missouri River, near the mouth of the Yellowstone
(near what is now Buford, Williams Co., North Dakot a). In 1839, Wied
published his description of Perognathus fascia tus , which was excep-
tionally complete , and included a colored plate of the mouse and fig-
ures of the skull and teeth. Howe ver , for 50 years subsequent to the
naming of Pi fasciatus, Wied's (1839) excellent description was largely
ignored , and the name P. fasciatu s was applied to populat ions now
known as P. hispidus Baird, 1858. Meanwhile, Baird (1858) included
specimens of the olive-backed pocket mouse in P. fia vus Baird , 1855.
At the same time , he transferred P. flavus to Crice todipus Peale , 1848,
which he relegated to subgeneric rank under Perognathus. Coues
(1875) later reinstated Cricetodipus to gene ric rank . Thus , specimens
of Perognathus fasciatus, the type species of the genus, were mistak-
enly ass igned to a different genus and species.
Merriam (1889) untangled the web of nomenclatural errors woven
by Baird (1858) and subsequent authors. He was able to do so by using
a series of pocket mice collected near Maximilian' s type locality. Mer-
rian (1889) compared these specimens to Maximilian 's original descrip-
tion , and remarked that " ... it allows no room whatever for difference
of opinion as to what his [Maximilian 's] animal really is-it is the
Cricetodipus fla vus (in part ) of recent authors, my own specimens
from the Upper Missouri region agreeing in the minutest detail with
his careful description. " Merriam (1889) redescribed Pi fasciatus from
a "duplicate type ," and named and described a new subspecie s, P.
fasciatus fia vescens from the Sand Hills region of Nebraska.
Shortly thereafter, Thomas (1893) described a new species, P . in-
fralu teus , from Loveland , Larim er Co. , Colorado . He stated that his
new species was perhaps most nearly allied with P. fasciatus , but he
compared it in detail only with P. longimembris (Coues, 1875). In the
second and late st revision of Perognathus , Osgood (1900) assigned
infraluteus to subspecific rank under P. fa sciatus , and elevated Per-
ogna thus fa sciatus fia vescens to specific status. Osgood (1900) also
named an additional species, P. callistus, from the Green River Basin
of Wyoming , which he regarded as being most similar to P. apa che
Merriam , 1889 (= P. fi avescens ), but also sharing some external re-
semblance with P. fascia tus .
Cary (1911) described a new race of olive-backed pocket mouse from
Sun, Natrona Co., Wyoming, which he named P. fas ciatus litus, He
characterized P. f. litus as being a little smaller than P. f. fasc iatus
and with an extremely pale color. Cary's holotype was young, and had
not atta ined mature proportions. Later , Swenk (1940) named a new
subspecies of pocket mouse , Perognathus fia vescens olivaceogriseus,
from sandy soils of the Panhandle of Nebraska . He apparently pre-
sumed that P. fa sciatus did not occur on dune sands and Valentine
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sandy soils, so did not consider the possibility that his new form rep-
resented P. fasciatus,
Jones (1953) provided the only comprehensive review of the tax-
onomy and distribution of P. fasciatus . He showed that P. callistus
was conspecific with P. fasciatus, but was recognizable as a subspe-
cies. He also demonstrated that P. fiavescens olivaceogriseus was,
instead, a form of P. fasciatus . Jones (1953) noted that the color of
the pelage was the best character to distinguish the subspecies, and
remarked that color varied clinally from northeast (dark colored mice)
to southwest (pale colored mice). He pointed out that only the skulls
of P. f. callistus could be distinguished from those of the other sub-
species. Jones (1964) later stated that specimens of P. f. fasciatus and
P. f. olivaceogriseus from Nebraska did not differ in cranial details,
and that their type localities both lie in a broad zone of intergradation
between the races.
Pefaur and Hoffmann (1974) investigated geographic variation in ex-
ternal dimensions of samples of P. f. fasciatus and P. f. olivaceogris-
eus. Their results showed no clearcut pattern of geographic variation,
but they did not draw any systematic conclusions from their study.
Williams (1978a) studied the karyotypic relationships among the
species of the subgenus Perognathus, and found a close similarity in
chromosome structure between P. fasciatus, P. fiavescens, and P.
apache. Williams (1978b) investigated further the systematic relation-
ships of these three species, concentrating on those of P. apache with
P. fasciatus and P. fiavescens. He concluded that P. apache and P.
fiavescens were conspecific, and that P. fasciatus and P. fiavescens
were structurally distinct where their geographic ranges meet in the
Uintah Basin of Colorado and Utah.
The present project was initiated in order to reexamine the patterns
of geographic variation in P. fasciatus, and to investigate the specific
identity of specimens from areas of potential sympatry between P.
fasciatus and P. fiavescens in the Great Plains.
METHODS
Thirty external, cranial, and dental traits were recorded for each specimen. Cranial
traits were measured with dial calipers, and were rounded to the nearest 0.05 mm.
Dental measurements were taken with an ocular micrometer, and are accurate to 0.03
mm. Unless they are otherwise defined, measurements are standard and are as illustrated
in Williams (l978b). Traits used, their abbreviations, and appropriate remarks are listed
below.
Total length (TOTL).-Taken from specimen tags; recorded to nearest mm.
Length of tail (TL).-Taken from specimen tags; recorded to nearest mm.
Length of head and body (HBL).-Totallength minus length of tail.
Length of hind foot (HFL).-Taken from specimen tags; recorded to nearest 0.1 mm
(most preparators recorded to nearest mm).
Length of ear (EL).-Taken from specimen tags; recorded to nearest 0.1 mm (most
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Fig. I.-Map, showing approximate localities of specimens of Perognathus fa sciatus
examined and localities for samples used in the analyses . Numbered areas indicate
geographical samples included in the initial univariate and multivariate analyses (see
text). Lettered areas designate geographical groupings for the summary statistics (Table
I). Localities with partially overlapping position s are indicated by single circles.
collectors recorded only to nearest mm). Many preparators did not measure the ear and
some others measured the ear from the crown, rather than from the notch . Only mea-
surements that were apparently taken from the notch were included (that is, ,., 5 mm).
Greatest length of skull (GLS).-Greatest distance from the anteriormost projection
of the nasal bones to the posteriormost projection of the cranium.
r
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Occipitonasal length (ONL).- Meas ured from the posteriorrnost point of the supraoc-
cipita l region to the anterior tips of the nasal s.
Least interorbital breadth (IOB).- Leas t width across intero rbital co nstric tion mea-
sure d at right angle to longitudinal axis of cranium.
Alveolar length of maxillary toothrow (MXTL).- Leas t distanc e from anterior lip of
alveo lus of M' to posterior lip of alveo lus of M3.
Width across maxillary toothrows (WMXT) .-Greates t dist ance betw een the labial
sides of the maxillar y tooth rows.
Length of bulla (BL) .-Greatest length of mastoid bulla.
Width across bullae (BW).-Greatest width ac ross the mastoid bullae , measured im-
mediately dorsal to the tube-like exten sion s of the tymp anic bullae , at the anterior
bor ders of the external auditory meatu se s.
Length of interparietal (IPL).- Grea tes t length of longe st inte rpari etal.
Width of interparietals (IPW).-Greate st width across the interpari eta ls .
Length of nasal (NL) .-Length of longe st nasal bone .
Width of nasals (NW) .-Width across nasals at their widest point.
Width of rostrum (RW).-Greatest distance across rostrum at the junction between
the premaxillae and jugals.
Least interbullar distance (LID) .-Least distance between the mastoid bullae, mea-
sured on the dorsal surface of the skull.
Length of mandibular toothrow (MNTL).-Crown length of mand ibular toothrow,
from front of P4 to back of M3.
Bullar extens ion (BE).-The distance the auditory bullae project posteriorl y beyond
the occi pital region, calculated by subtrac ting occi pitonasa l length from greates t length
of skull.
Leng th ofarticular process (LA P).-Grea tes t length of articular process of mandible ,
measured from the posteriorm ost point of the process to the point of junctio n with the
co ronoid proce ss.
Occlusal lengths of p•. M" and M3.-Greates t lengths of the teeth , measured from
occlusa l view. Dental abbreviation s are standa rd; length is indicate d by L.
Occlusal widths of P4 • M ,. M3 , P' , M', and AP ,-Greates t widths of the teeth , mea-
sured from occlusal view. Abbreviations are standard; width is indicated by W.
All specimens were ass igned to one of five age classes, based upon dental charac ter-
ist ics which are more fully defined and illustr ated in William s (l978b) . Briefly , age classes
I and 2 were juvenile s with decidu ous upp er premolars. Sub adults of age class 3 had
perm anent premolars that had not reached occlusal level, or which were at occlusa l
level, but show ed no wear on the tips of the cusps. Age classes 4 and 5 were adults
with moderate (4) to heav y (5) wea r on the cusps of P'. Ju ven iles and subadults were
excluded from all interpopul ation co mpariso ns, and the two adult age classes were
pooled for sta tistical analyses.
Initially, samples of P. fascia tus were separated into 19 geographic group s (Fig. I) .
Stand ard univariate statist ics were computed for samples of adult males and females ,
both separately 'and combined. Some of the groups had too few individuals to make
intrasample comparisons, and two (15 and 16) were too small to include in intersample
comp ari sons . A single classifi cat ion ANOYA (F-test, significance level = P "" 0.05)
tested for significant differences between or among means. When mean s were found to
differ significantly , the sums of squa res simultaneous testing procedure (SS-STP , Ga-
briel , 1964) was used to determine maximally nonsignificant sub sets . Geographically
adjacen t samples of Pi fas ciatus, without significant intersample differ ence s , were com-
bined into four groups (Fig. I , group s A, B. C, and D). Standard univ ariate statistics
wer e computed for these four sa mples, and th ree samples of P. fla vescens from the
Great Plains. The sexes were treated both separa tely and combined.
Because man y novice collectors had contributed to the external measurem ent s ob-
tained from specimen labels, only crani al and dental characters (exclus ive of greatest
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length of skull and bullar extensi on) were utilized in discriminant function analyses
(BMDP7M; Dixon and Brown, 1977). Th e sexes were pooled , and only specimens with
complete measurements were used . Initially , 19 sa mples of P. fasciatus (samples 1-14 ,
16-1 9, plus ungrouped individuals , which were combined into a " classification only"
group) and one sampl e of P. fia vesce ns were tested . In a second analysis, samples of
P. fasciatus were combined into two group s , and additional specimens were included
in the P. fla vescens sample . Th e discriminant functi on/canonical analys is program
(BMDP7M) computes linear classificati on funct ions , in a step-wise mann er, choosing
first the variable with the highest F value. Within and among groups variances are
recalculated for the remaining variables, a sec ond vari able is selected , and a new linear
discriminant funct ion computed. Th is is repeated unt il all of the variables have been
entere d, or until the F values are too low for further computation. Squared Mahalanobius
distance statistics and the posterior probabilit ies of belonging to eac h group are used to
place the individuals with one of the classification groups. Canonical variables are the
linea r combination of variables entered that best discriminate among the groups . The
firs t canonical variable is the best discrim inator ; the second is the next best and is
orthogonal to the first. Groups submitte d solely for classification do not contribute to
the computation of variable means, F value s, or assoc iated statist ics . Cha ract er vec tors
indicate the magnitude and directi on of character effects on the canonical axes, and
were calculated by multipl ying the sca led eigenvectors by the pooled within group s
standard deviation for each character (Power and Tarnsitt , 1973).
Sample means for cranial and dental characters (exclu sive of greate st length of skull)
of 18 samples of P. fasciatus (sample 15 was excluded because of missing charac ter
values) were treated by a series of numerical taxonomic programs (MINT ; Rohlf, 1971).
Data were stand ardized, taxonomic (Euclidean) distance and simila rity (Q-mode cor-
rela tion) matri ces were computed , and a prin cipal components analysis was performed
on the matrix of corre lation among charac ters. Phenograms were const ruc ted from the
coefficients of the distance and similarity matrices by the UPGMA cluste ring routine
(unweighted pair-group method .using arithmetic averages).
The specimens examined are listed in the systematic acc ounts, exce pt for those of P.
fiave scens copei, P.! cock rumi, and P.! perniger, which were used in the discrimin ant
function analyses , but which were not otherwise include d in this study. Information on
these latt er taxa is ava ilable on request. The following institutions provided the speci-
mens for this study . The abbrev iations precedin g the institutions are used in the acco unts
to ident ify the dispos ition of specimens . Further information concerning the collect ions
can be obtained from Choate and Geno ways (1975).
BS-Biological Survey Collections , Na tional Fish and Wildlife Laboratory (Washington,
D.C.).
BSC-Biological Survey Collections. Na tiona l Fish and Wildlife Laborat ory, Ft. Col-
lins , Colorado Field Station (this collection was formerl y located in Denver).
CAS-California Academy of Sciences .
CM- Carnegie Museum of Natural History .
FM NH-Field Museum of Natural History (Illinois).
KU-Un iver sity of Kansas. Museum of Natural Histor y.
MMNH-University of Minne sota , James Ford Bell Museum of Nat ural History .
MSB-Univers ity of Ne w Mexico , Museum of Southwestern Biology.
MVZ-University of California, Berk eley , Museum of Vert ebrate Zoology.
ROM-Royal Ont ario Museum (Canada).
SIU C-South ern Illinois Univ ersity .
UC M-University of Colorado Museum .
UIMNH-University of Illinois, Museum of Na tura l History.
UM-Univer sity of Mont ana.
UMMZ-Univer sity of Michigan , Museum of Zoology.
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UNDAK-University of North Dakota.
UNSM-University of Nebraska , State Museum .
UU-University of Utah.
VMKSC-Kearney State College , Vertebrate Museum (Nebraska).
R ESULTS
Nongeographic Va riation
Juveniles and subadults generally averaged smaller in ext ernal and
cranial characters (except for least interorbital breadth) than adults,
and were excluded from intersample comparisons. Old adults (age
class 5) were usually slightly larger than young adult s (age class 4) but
the differences were slight. There were too few individuals in age class
5 to perform meaningful statistical tests ; therefore , age classes 4 and
5 were combined for intersample comparisons.
There were no significant secondary sexual differences among the
15 geographic sample s tested, and only one significant difference was
found betwe en the sexes of the fou r geographic groups. Fem ales of
group A (Fig. 1) had significantly greater length s of interparietals than
males. As this was the only significant difference bet ween the sexes,
the y were pooled for the multivariate analyses, and only the pooled
univariate statistics are given (Table 1).
Littl e individual variation, other than meristic variation, was noted
in samples of P. fa sciatus , All specimens of P. fasc iatus were found
to have the audit ory bullae well-separa ted anteriorly (over the basi-
sphenoid bone s). In contrast, from 20% to more than 50% of the in-
dividual s in samples of P. flaves cens had bullae in contact (apposed)
over the basisphenoids . Populations of P. fiav escens with the highest
percentage of appo sed bullae were found in western Nebraska , but
this character was not consistent enough to positively distingui sh P.
fa sciatus from P . flavescens,
No accessory cusps or cusp deletions were noted on the upper pre-
molars of P. fascia tus (out of 261 specimens), whereas up to 40% of
some samples of P. flavesce ns exhibited such cusp anomalies (Wil-
liams, 1978b, and unpubli shed). Three (of 259) specimens of P. fas -
ciatus had the protostylid and metaconid of the P4 united into a single
cusp (see Williams, 1978b ), and one individual had these two cusps
closel y apposed. Three other individu als had an acce ssory cuspule on
the protolophid of P4 , between the protoconid and protosty lid. In gen-
eral , such anomalies of the lower premolars were rare in P. fa sciatus ,
but were relatively common (up to 60% of some populations; Williams,
1978b, and unpubli shed ) in P. fla vescens ,
Color varied individually, seaso nally, and with age. The ju venile
pelage was generally darker and more uniforml y gray than the adult
pelage . Specimen s with fresh adult pelage had a darker appearance
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Table I.-Standard statistics fo r samples of Perognathus fasciatus and P. flavescens.
Abbreviations for traits are given in the text. Se e Fig . 1for explanation of sample codes .
CV = coeffic ient of variation; SE = standard error of the mean.
Trait N Mean SE CV Range
Perognathus fas ciatlls-Sample A
TOTL 15 128.2 1.143 3.45 121.0-140.0
TL 15 59.3 0.908 5.93 54.0-66.0
H BL 15 68.9 1.376 7.74 60.0-81.0
HFL 13 17.3 0.257 5.37 16.0- 20.0
EL 7 6.8 0.260 10.06 6.0-8.0
GSL 14 22.11 0.145 2.45 21.30-23 .20
ONL 15 22.06 0.140 2.46 21.30-23 .15
lO B 16 4.86 0.041 3.36 4.50-5 .15
MXTL 17 3.19 0.037 4.77 2.80-3.40
WMTR 17 4.30 0.035 3.33 3.95-4.55
BL 16 7.67 0.053 2.78 7.30-8.00
BW 16 11.68 0.068 2.35 11.15- 12.20
IPL 16 2.71 0.048 7.07 2.35-3.10
IPW 16 5.01 0.070 5.55 4.60-5.60
NL 17 8.10 0.086 4.37 7.40-8.70
NW 16 2.30 0.028 4.89 2.00-2.45
RW 17 3.72 0.054 5.96 3.40-4.25
LI D 16 4.82 0.067 5.58 4.40-5 .50
BE 14 0.0 1 0.011 2.45 0.00-0.05
MNTL 17 2.78 0.030 4.46 2.50-2.90
LAP 17 2.62 0.033 5.16 2.25- 2.80
P'W 17 0.94 0.013 5.71 0.81-1.03
MIW 17 1.06 0.012 4.48 0.93-1.13
M3W 17 0.66 0.012 7.29 0.58-0.74
P4L 17 0.60 0.011 7.66 0.48-0.68
P4W 17 0.64 0.009 6.15 0.58-0.71
M,L 17 0.86 0.013 6.12 0.74-0.94
M.W 17 0.95 0.012 5.40 0.84- 1.03
M3L 17 0.60 0.013 6.32 0.52-0.65
M3W 17 0.69 0.010 5.96 0.58-0.74
Perognathus fas ciatlls-Sample B
TOTL 49 130.5 0.950 5.09 112.0-1 46.0
TL 50 61.5 0.563 6.48 53.0-70.0
HBL 50 69.1 0.659 6.75 59.0-80.0
HFL 51 17.2 0.111 4.62 15.7-1 9.0
EL 30 6.9 0.09 1 7.24 6.0-8.0
GSL 44 22.23 0.084 2.51 20.95- 23.70
ONL 44 22.22 0.084 2.49 20.95-23 .70
lOB 49 4.89 0.026 3.71 4.50-5 .35
MXTL 52 3.15 0.016 3.75 2.95-3.45
WMT R 49 4.33 0.016 2.56 4.00-4.55
BL 50 7.64 0.042 3.89 7.00-8.20
BW 47 11.77 0.042 2.45 11.15-1 2.40
IPL 49 2.67 0.029 7.65 2.30-3 .(\()
IPW 49 4.75 0.036 5.26 4.10-5.20
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Table 1.-(Continued)
Trait N Mean SE CV Range
NL 48 8.25 0.052 4.33 7.50-9.10
NW 47 2.21 0.017 5.26 2.00-2.55
RW 51 3.72 0.023 4.49 3.40-4.15
LID 49 4.60 0.040 6.15 4.10-5.20
BE 44 0.01 0.006 3.00 0.00-0.20
MNTL 48 2.79 0.015 3.78 2.50-3.00
LAP 50 2.68 0.017 4.53 2.40-2.95
J>4W 52 0.97 0.009 6.61 0.68-1.10
MIW 52 1.09 0.006 4.03 0.97-1.19
M3W 51 0.70 0.006 6.45 0.55-0.77
P4L 50 0.61 0.006 7.42 0.52-0.74
P4W 50 0.66 0.006 6.53 0.52-0.74
MIL 50 0.85 0.006 4.90 0.77-0.97
M1W 50 0.97 0.005 3.83 0.84-1.03
M3L 52 0.60 0.005 3.75 0.52-0.68
M3W 50 0.72 0.006 5.80 0.61-0.81
Perognathus Jasciatus-Sample C
TOTL 90 131.4 0.758 5.47 113.0--147.0
TL 90 61.3 0.408 6.32 52.0--70.0
HBL 91 70.09 0.531 7.22 58.0--80.0
HFL 84 17.5 0.093 4.89 14.8-19.0
EL 52 6.95 0.085 8.79 6.0-8.0
GSL 72 22.47 0.084 3.19 20.80-24.20
ONL 71 22.47 0.085 3.18 20.80-24.20
lOB 88 4.95 0.022 4.18 4.55-5.60
MXTL 91 3.13 0.014 4.29 2.80-3.40
WMTR 79 4.36 0.017 3.43 3.90-4.70
BL 84 7.63 0.033 4.02 6.95-8.50
BW 77 11.74 0.040 3.00 10.85-12.55
IPL 86 2.62 0.022 7.74 2.15-3.05
IPW 85 4.79 0.034 6.62 4.00-5.60
NL 84 8.27 0.043 4.72 7.30-9.45
NW 86 2.24 0.014 5.78 1.85-2.50
RW 87 3.69 0.016 4.03 3.35-4.05
LID 81 4.68 0.027 5.27 4.20-5.30
BE 71 0.00 0.00-0.05
MNTL 83 2.78 0.011 3.51 2.55-3.05
LAP 87 2.72 0.019 6.76 2.35-3.05
J>4W 92 0.96 0.004 4.18 0.84-1.03
MIW 92 1.05 0.005 4.76 0.94-1.23
M3W 84 0.69 0.004 5.39 0.61-0.81
P4L 88 0.61 0.004 5.92 0.52-0.68
P4W 88 0.66 0.004 5.86 0.55-0.74
MIL 88 0.84 0.005 5.93 0.74-0.97
M1W 88 0.94 0.006 6.04 0.74-1.06
M3L 91 0.61 0.005 7.38 0.52-0.77
M3W 84 0.71 0.005 6.40 0.58-0.84
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Table I.--{Continued )
Trait N Mean SE CV Range
Perognathus f asciatus- Sample D
TOTL 75 134.6 0.863 5.58 113.0-149.0
TL 75 64.3 0.502 6.76 52.0- 75.0
HBL 75 70.2 0.573 7.11 56.0-80.0
HFL 76 17.7 0.094 4.62 15.0-20.0
EL 73 6.99 0.081 9.87 5.0-9.0
GSL 71 22.99 0.098 3.59 20. 15- 24.80
ONL 69 22.85 0.095 3.45 20.15-24 .55
lOB 77 5.14 0.017 2.84 4.85-5.50
MXTL 77 3.21 0.014 3.78 2.95-3.50
WMTR 77 4.42 0.015 2.90 4.15-4.65
BL 76 8.53 0.039 4.01 7.45-9.35
BW 74 12.71 0.055 3.70 10.95-13 .85
IPL 75 2.75 0.029 8.97 2.25-3 .50
IPW 75 4.53 0.036 6.79 3.85- 5.15
NL 73 8.36 0.061 6.21 6.45-9.35
NW 74 2.29 0.015 5.59 2.00- 2.55
RW 77 3.67 0.016 3.89 3.40- 4.00
LID 75 4.38 0.038 7.48 3.55-5.30
BE 76 0.14 0.014 8.17 0.00-0.55
MNTL 76 2.84 0.012 3.63 2.60-3 .20
LAP 74 2.79 0.021 6.38 2.25- 3.20
POW 74 1.00 0.005 4.40 0.90-1.10
M1W 74 1.08 0.005 4.31 0.97- 1.19
Maw 77 0.70 0.005 6.62 0.58-0.81
P.L 73 0.65 0.005 6.79 0.58-0.81
P.W 74 0.68 0.005 6.61 0.58-0.77
MIL 74 0.87 0.006 5.83 0.77-1.00
M,W 74 0.95 0.005 4.62 0.8 1-1.03
MaL 77 0.61 0.004 3.77 0.52-0.77
MaW 74 0.72 0.004 4.89 0.64-0.81
Perognathu s flav escens fla vescens
TOTL 79 124.3 0.809 5.79 105.0-141.0
TL 79 59.6 0.502 7.49 50.0- 69.0
HBL 82 64.6 0.541 7.59 54.0-78.0
HFL 81 17.0 0.096 5.08 15.0-20.0
EL 62 6.5 0.079 9.49 5.0-8 .0
GSL 67 21.68 0.085 3.19 19.50-23 .85
ONL 67 21.64 0.079 2.99 19.50-23.40
lOB 81 5.06 0.016 2.86 4.75-5.40
MXTL 84 3.07 0.011 3.18 2.85-3 .30
WMTR 81 4.22 0.015 3.12 3.95-4 .55
BL 81 7.20 0.033 4.11 6.45- 8.20
BW 78 11.57 0.036 2.76 10.95-12.40
IPL 81 3.01 0.021 6.39 2.45-3 .55
IPW 81 4.95 0.026 4.75 3.95-5.40
NL 70 7.79 0.042 4.47 7.05-8 .75
NW 67 2.25 0.018 6.49 1.80-2.60
~----------------------------
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Table 1.-(Continued)
Trait N Mean SE CV Range
RW 81 3.77 0.018 4.22 3.35-4.15
LID 79 4.88 0.034 6.14 4.00-5.60
BE 67 0.00 0.00-0.05
MNTL 79 2.69 0.012 3.96 2.50-2 .95
LAP 79 2.70 0.020 6.74 2.15-3.05
P'W 80 0.90 0.004 4.40 0.84-1.03
M'W 80 1.04 0.005 4.27 0.97-1.1 6
M3W 79 0.62 0.004 6.52 0.55-0.74
P.L 80 0.54 0.004 7.36 0.45- 0.64
p.W 80 0.59 0.004 6.89 0.48-0.88
M,L 80 0.84 0.004 4.47 0.71-0.93
M,W 80 0.90 0.005 4.65 0.81-1.00
M3L 80 0.58 0.004 6.39 0.48-0 .68
M3W 80 0.67 0.005 6.17 0.58-0.77
than tho se in worn pelage , due to the greater number of black-tipped
hairs . Some of the tips wear off with time , so that old pelage was
generally more buffy. The buffy (yellowish-orange) band s on the dorsal
and lateral hairs seemed to oxidize with time , becoming more reddi sh
(less yellowish) in color. One highly melani stic (but not completely
black) individual from 9 mi E Bismark, Burleigh County, North Dakota
(UMMZ) , was noted . This specimen was completing the postjuvenile
molt, which contributed to the darkness of the pelage. In a series of
15 specimens (U MMZ) from Burleigh County, North Dakota , eight
had a mixture of buffy and dark gra y color on the abdomen. Other
specimens with buffy ventral parts were noted from Benson County,
North Dakota (two of three in a KU series), Garden County , Nebraska
(one , KU), Larimer County , Colorado (six of seven from Loveland,
BS), and Carbon County, Wyoming (four of 15 in MSB series, with
only slight amounts of buffy on the ventral parts). All oth er specimens
had ventral parts with pure white hair s.
Individu als in age clas ses I and 2 were typically in juvenile pelage.
Some individuals of age class I had started the postjuvenile molt , but
more frequently this molt was initiated in age class 2. Subadults (age
class 3) were nearly all in postjuvenile molt, which was typically com-
pleted by the time the permanent P' was at occlusal level. However,
some individuals were still in juvenile pelage after the permanent pre-
molars began to show slight wear. Adults appear to have a single molt
per year (it is doubtful that more than a small proportion of individuals
live longer than 12 to 14 months), which gene rally occurs in the sum-
mer after their birth . Mature adults in obvious molt during the months
of May (four males), June (three males), July (two males , four fe-
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Table 2.-Nwnber of significant differences (P "" 0.05) in 29 characters for sam ples of
Perognathu s fasciatus and P. tlavescen s tlavescen s, based upon SS -S TP analysis.
See text fo r list of characters (length of ear is not included here). Sample codes fo r
P. fascia tus ref er to groups shown in Fig. 1. See list ofspecimens examinedfo r localities
of P. f1avescen s.
Perognathus Perognuthus Peroe nathus Perognathus Peroe nathus
Taxa fas ciatu s A fas ciatus B fa sciatus C [asciu tus D fiav escen s
Perognathus fas ciatus A
Perognathus fascia tus B 3
Perogn athus fasc iatus C I 2
Perogna thus fa scia/us D 16 14 15
Perognathus jlaves cens 10 21 21 26
males), and August (two females) were noted . These data seem to
suggest that adult males usually molt prior to adult female s. However,
larger collections from the spring and autumn months are needed in
order to clearly establish the number and timing of annual molts.
Geographic Variation
Few significant differen ces in size of external and skeletal characters
bet ween samples 1 through 14, and 17 were found (sample s 15 and 16
were too small to include in the SS-STP analysis). Nevertheless, the
mice of samples 1-17 averaged largest in the north and smallest in the
south. No significant differences were found between samples 18 and
19, but these samples were significantly different from all others in
approximately one-half of the characters. Therefore, we decided to
combine the 19 samples into fewer and larger geographic groups. Sam-
ples 1-3 were pooled to form group A (Fig. 1). Samples 4, 5, and 13-
17, plus a few isolated specimens not previously included in any sam-
ple (Fig. 1), formed group B. Group C was composed of sample s 7-
12, and group D con sisted of sample s 18 and 19. The groupings of
samples A , B, and C were somewhat arbitrary, especially the division
of specimens of samples 3 and 4 and of samples IO and 14.
The standard univariate statistical summaries for the four geographic
groups of P. fa sciatus comprise Table I. A sample of P. f. fla vescens
is also included in Table I for comparative purposes. Significant dif-
feren ces between group s A-D and P . fta vescens are summarized in
Table 2. Note that there were few significant differences among groups
A, B, and C, but that the y differ significantly in 14 to 16 characters
from group D. All of the samples of Pi fa sciatus showed high numbers
of significant differences with P. fla vescens , although group A (with
the smallest-sized individuals of P . fa sciatus) exhibited fewer signifi-
cant differences than the others.
An analysis of correlation among characters showed that all but two
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Table 3.-Factor matrix f rom correlation among 24 cranial and dental characters fo r 18
samp les of Pe rognathus fasci atus . Se e text f or definiti ons of abbreviations fo r traits .
Principal co mponents
Traits II III IV V
ONL 0.705 -0.438 0.138 -0.357 0.OJ7
lOB 0.633 - 0.528 0.040 0.222 - 0.076
MXTL 0.526 0.390 0.587 - 0.041 0.257
WMXT 0.650 0.172 0.064 0.0\ 8 -0.390
BL 0.687 -0.496 -0.179 0.161 0.220
BW 0.827 -0.459 0.08\ 0.021 0.204
IPL 0.174 -0.129 0.800 0.304 0.076
IPW - 0.619 -0.035 0.504 0.3\ 7 -0.421
NL 0.430 -0.416 0.392 -0.263 - 0.36 1
N W 0.\05 -0.596 0.392 -0.110 0.288
RW 0.\93 - 0.021 0.565 -0.506 -0.\50
LID -0.619 0.388 0.36\ 0.273 - 0.169
MNTL 0.728 0.454 0.\37 0.Q78 0.247
P.L 0.793 -0.042 -0.282 0.228 -0.102
P.W 0.748 0.259 - 0.507 0.174 - 0. \4 \
M,L 0.748 0.181 0.404 -0.005 0.155
M[W 0.409 0.594 0.220 0.402 0.277
M3L 0.339 0.385 -0.024 -0.570 -0.263
M3W 0.550 0.505 - 0.263 -0.331 0.338
P'W 0.786 0.184 -0.202 0.248 -0.388
M'W 0.659 0.436 0.293 0.\64 -0.265
M3W 0.685 0.540 0.007 -0.200 -0.\ 57
LAP 0.553 -0.465 -0.131 0.062 -0.436
BE 0.783 -0.37\ -0.053 0.220 0.153
% vari ation 37.85 15.58 11.84 6.99 6.65
of the cranial and dental trait s were positivel y associated with occip-
itonasal length , which can be taken as a character repre senting size .
Both width of interparietals and least interbullar distance exhibited
significant negative correlations with occipionasal length (r = -0.52
and -0.57 , respectively), indicating tha t as skull length increased, the
interbullar region of the skull became proportionately narrower. There
were several sets of highly correlated characters in the matrix of cor-
relation coefficients , suggesting that the pattern of intersample varia-
tion could be simplified by eliminating redundancy in the character
matrix (we purposefully included some redundant characters in the
study so that alternate characters would be available for various multi-
variate analyses , particularly for future identification of fossil materi-
al) .
A principal components analy sis of the matri x of correlation among
characters showed that five factors accounted for nearly 8<m of the
intersample variation (Table 3). Sixteen factors were needed to ac-
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Fig. 2.- Three-dimensional projection of factor scores of 18 samples of Perognat hus
fas ciatus on the first thr ee principal components , extracted from a matrix of correlation
among 24 cranial and dental character s. See Fig. I for key to samples.
count for all of the variation. Principal Component I was a size factor ,
with all traits except width of interparietals (IPW) and least interbullar
distance (LI D) exhibiting positive coefficients . Among the characters
with positive coefficients, only length of interparietal (IPL) , width of
nasals (NW), and width of rostrum (RW) showed low character load-
togs.
Principal Component II can be characterized as a skull and dental
width factor. It exhibited a more complex pattern of character loadings
than did Principal Component I. The highest positive coefficients were
dental dimen sions, especially molar widths (Table 3). The greatest neg-
ative coefficients were width of nasals (NW) and least interorbital
breadth (lOB ). Bullar dimensions (BL, BW) and length of articular
process also had relatively high negative coefficients.
r
I
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Fig. 3.- Phenogram, computed from the taxon omic distance matrix and clustered by
DPGMA , for 18 samples of Perognathus fasciatu s. See Fig. I for key to samples. The
cofficient of cophenetic correlation was 0.75.
Characters with the highest positive coefficients for Principal Com-
ponent III were length of interparietals (lPL) , length of maxillary
toothrow (MXTL) , and width of rostrum (RW). Width of P, had a high
negative coefficient.
By plotting the factor scores of the first three principal components
for each of the samples, 65% of the intersample variation (Table 3) can
be summarized in a three-dimensional graph (Fig. 2). Samples are gen-
erally arranged on Principal Component I by size, with the largest mice
(samples 18 and 19) being located on the right in Fig. 2. Basically ,
samples are arrayed on Principal Component II by the degree of con-
striction of their skulls and by the width of their molars . Samples with
relatively wide rostra (NW , RW, lOB ), wide interbullar region s (LI D,
IPW), and narrow molar s are positioned on the positive pole of Prin-
cipal Component II. Conversely , those with narrower rostra, more
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constricted interbullar regions, and wider molars are on the negative
pole . Samples with the shortes t lengths of interparietals and shortest
toothrows have the highe st scores on Principal Component III. Note
in Fig . 2 that samples 18 and 19 (sample A) are distinct from the others
in size (PC I) , and that sample 17 is intermediate to samples 18 and 19
and the others . Some of the more northern samples , such as 6, 10, and
II are larger sized (PC I) than the more southern samples , such as I
and 2, but there is no logical geographic clustering of samples on the
first three principal components (Fig. 2).
The results of the clu ster analysis of the distance matrix did not
contribute much to an understanding of the geographic relationships
of the P. fasciatus samples. Samples 18 and 19 were more closely
linked to each other than were any other pair of samples (d = 0.68,
Fig. 3). The smallest mice tended to be placed at the top of the phe-
nogram, and size generally increased in descending order in the phe-
nogram (Fig. 3). The phenograrn weakly summarizes the intersample
relationships (the coefficient of cophenetic correlation = 0.75), and we
fear that small, and not necessarily significant differences in the sam-
ples are magnified by the phenogram.
The similarity analysis was equally poor at delineating geographi-
cally related groups. Samples 18 and 19 were very similar (Q - r =
0.83) , and were linked with a clu ster consisting of samples 6, 9, 10,
13, 16, and 17. Samples 16 and 17 were more similar to samples 18 and
19 (linkage with 18 and 19 at the Q - r = 0.17 level) than the others,
but the similarities were not clo se. Overall , the relationships as shown
in the similarity phenogram were the same as those shown by the
principal components analysis of the matrix of correlation among char-
acters (Fig. 2).
The best summaries of the patterns of geographic variation in P.
fasciatus were achieved by discriminant function/canonical anal yses .
In the first analysis , individuals (with complete dat a for cranial and
dental traits) were submitted in 19 separate groups. Samples 18 and 19
showed considerable misclassification of individuals between them ,
but none with other samples (indicating their morphological distinct-
ness from the others). Among the remaining samples, misclassification
ranged from 13% to 47% within samples. All P. fla vescens were cor-
rectly placed in their group, but two P. fasciatu s were phenetically
more similar (closest in 0 2 to the mean position on the discriminant
functions) to P. fla vescens. When these dat a were summarized by
canonical analysis, and the positions of all of the individuals were
plotted on the first two canonical axes , three discrete clusters were
formed. One contained only individuals of samples 18 and 19, one
contained all other individuals of P. fas ciatus except for two, and the
third contained the individuals of P. fla vescens , along with the two
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misclassified P. fas ciatus. There were no obvious intracluster patterns
that would suggest that sample s or groups of samples could be logically
combined into geographic subgroups. More individuals of the northern
samples of P. fasciatu s tended to fall closer to samples 18 and 19 than
the others, and more individuals of the southern samples of P. fas cia-
tus were positioned closer to the P. fiavescen s cluster, but these were
trends, not definitive patterns.
Based upon these results, we performed a second discriminant func-
tion/canonical analysis. A few more specimens of P. fa sciatus were
included , along with a larger sample of P. jlavescens. The individuals
of P. fasciatu s were submitted as two group s. Samples 18 and 19
comprised group I , and all other P i fa sciatu s comprised group II. The
results were nearly identical to the earlier analy sis (see above). One
individual (out of 65) from P. fasciatu s group I was placed with group
II. This individual was a juvenile (age class 1) that had accidentally
been included in the analysis. Its misclassification was logical, as in-
dividuals of group I were larger than those of group II . One specimen
of group II (out of 112) was placed in group I. This individual, from
Loveland, Larimer Co. , Colorado (BS), was a young adult with larger
bullae than normal, but it did not otherwise appear to differ from the
remainder of the serie s from Loveland. Three individual s of group II
were clas sified as P. flaves cens, and one specimen of P. jlavescens
(out of 85) was identified as a group I P. fasciatu s. These interspecific
misclassifications are discussed below .
The results of the second discriminant function analy sis are por-
trayed in the plot of the score s of individuals on the first two canonical
axes (Fig. 4). Note that two of the Pifasciatus , which were positioned
closest to Pi fiaves cens , were generally intermediate between the clus-
ter s of the two species. One of these individuals is from Tilyous Ranch,
27 mi above [SE] mouth Yellowstone River, Richland Co., Montana
(BS 192,208) , and the other is from 2 mi S, 6.5 mi W Buffalo, 5,620 ft,
Johnson Co., Wyoming (KU 27,966). Both specimens are from outside
the known range of P. fiavescens , and it seems unlikely that they
represent hybrids between P . fasciatus and P. flaves cens . The skins
(external characters were not included in this analysi s) are not ob-
viously different from other P. fasciatus. The third specimen, posi-
tioned near the center of the P. jlavescens cluster, is from Minichaduze
River, Todd Co., South Dakota (BS 17,255/24,186). This locality is in
an area of sympatry between P. fa sciatus and P. jlavescens. Most
likely , this specimen represents a skin/skull mismatch. The cranial and
dental characters are clearly those of P. jlavescens (Fig. 4). When the
specimen was examined at the National Museum of Natural History
(prior to this analysis) it was noted that the individual was in molt from
juvenile to adult pelage, but no notations were made that would suggest
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Fig. 4.-Two-dimen sion al projection of 177 ind ividu als of Perognathus fa sciatus an d 85
indiv iduals of P. fla vescens on the first two ca nonical axes, derived from th e linear
classificatio n functi on s. The first canonica l variable is the linear co mbina tion of variab les
entered that best dis criminates among the groups ; the second is the ne xt best linear
combination . or thogonal to the first. So lid sy mbo ls indicate the position s of the gro up
mean s. Circles = P. jiavescens ; squares = P i fa sciatus group I ; tria ngles = Pi fasciatu s
gro up II. Charac ter vectors (upper left pa rt of diagram ) are show n only for the most
influen tial characters .
that it otherwise differed from Pi fa sciatus. The skull was an old adult
(age class 5), so, clearly, the skin and.skull are from different individ-
uals. We have not looked among the P . flavescens specimens to see
if we could locate the complementary mismatched skin and skull.
The one individual of P. fla vescen s , which was placed with group
I of P. fas ciatus, is the one at the extreme bottom center of Fig. 4.
This specimen, from 21 mi E , 3 mi S Carlsbad , Lea Co. , Ne w Mexico
(Eastern New Mexico University collection), was larger than typical
for P. fla vescens copei, but did not differ otherwise . This locality is
about 350 miles south of the southernmost locality of Pifascia tus , and
there is little chance that it represents a hybrid betwee n the two
species .
r
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A few specimens that had previously been clas sified as Pifia vescen s
by other workers seemed to us , on the basis of their skins, to represent
P. fasciatus. The skulls of those that we were able to test by the
discriminant function analy sis were clearly classified as P. [asciatus ,
The se include the following : BS 148,645, from 5,500 ft , Boulder Co. ,
Colorado; BS 270,850, from Lindenmeier, Larimer Co. , Colorado;
UIMNH 7,567 and 7,662 from 6 mi N, 1 mi W Colorado Springs, El
Paso Co., Colorado; and CAS 14,021, 14,022, 14,031, and 14,032 from
Air Force Academy, 10 mi N Colorado Springs , EI Paso Co., Colo-
rado . We made no attempt to confirm the identities of all P. fla vescens
from along the Rocky Mountain front in Colorado , but we did examine
most of this material. The list of specimens examined for P. f. flaves-
cell s includes only specimens measured for the univariate analysis, but
we examined most of the other material in the collections of the insti-
tutions listed in this report and in Williams (I978b ).
We did not quantify color variation because the differences in color
were relatively slight, and color varied individually with age and sea-
son as well as geographically. The predominant trends in color varia-
tion can be summarized verbally , however. When adult specimens in
fresh pelage were compared, the darkest colored individuals were
found in eastern and northern North Dakota. Specimens from northern
Montana and Saskatchewan had similar numbers of black-tipped hairs ,
but the buffy color was somewhat paler. Specimens were progressively
paler in samples arranged from northeast to southwest. The change in
color was gradual (clina!), but was more pronounced from northeastern
to southwestern North Dakota. Specimens from throughout most of
the area encompassed by groups A and B (Fig. I) were essentially the
same in color. Only those from the Shirley Basin, Wyoming (sample
15) were noticeably lighter than the others. Specimens of samples 18
and 19(Group D, Fig . 1) were con siderably paler than all others except
those in sample 16, with a more yellow (less orange) buffy color , and
with less of the "olive" tone that is characteristic of P. fa sciatus
elsewhere .
DISCU SSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Geographic variation in size, proportions, and color in P. fasciatus
is relatively slight, especially compared to its close relative, P. jia-
vescens (Williams, 1978b). The major trend in variation noted was that
of size . As size increases , there is a concordant constriction of the
interbullar region of the skull, and an increase in relative length of the
tail. These trends are not nearly as pronounced in P . fasciatus as in
Pi flavescens (Williams, 1978b) . Size varies clinally in the Great Plains,
with larger individuals being found in the colder, northern latitudes
and smaller individuals coming from the southern parts of the geo-
1-
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Fig. 5.-Dorsal views of skulls of Perognathus fasciatus fasciatus and P. f. callistus .
A = P. f. fasciatus, UMMZ 75,354 male from 12 mi W Mandan, Morton Co., North
Dakota; B = P. f. callistus, CM 21,187, male from Shell Creek, 25 mi S Bitter Creek,
Sweetwater Co., Wyoming.
graphic range. Proportional differences are slight in the Great Plains
populations.
The largest mice were found in the Uintah and Great Divide basins,
in the southwestern corner of the geographic range of P. fasciatus
(group D, Fig. 1). The demarkation between this population and the
others is well defined (Figs. 1 and 4). Individuals in this population
have longer tails, proportionately larger bullae, and more constricted
interbullar regions (Fig. 5). These intermountain basins are relatively
r
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arid (annual precipitation averages about six inches), and the relatively
larger bullae are in accord with the principle of ecogeographic variation
that predicts larger auditory bullae in drier climates.
Color varies according to the ecogeographic principle known as Glo-
ger's rule. The darkest colored mice are from the areas of highest
rainfall and lowest evaporation in northeastern North Dakota (mean
annual precipitation >20 inches). Mean annual precipitation decreases
progressively to the southeast. The areas with the greatest difference
in available moisture are the intermountain basins of Colorado, Utah,
and Wyoming « 10 inches of mean annual precipitation). Specimens
from the Shirley (sample 16), Great Divide (sample 18), Bridger (Green
River) and Uintah basins (sample 19) are much lighter colored than
those from the Great Plains. The individuals from the Shirley Basin
are structurally most similar to specimens from the Great Plains.
Our data, together with those presented by Williams (l978b), show
that there is no evidence that P. fasciatus and P. flavescens hybridize
in areas of sympatry. The two species are distinct in color, structure,
and karyotypes (Williams, 1978a). Where the geographic ranges of P.
fasciatus and P. flavescens meet in the Uintah Basin, individuals of
P. flavescens are larger than P. fasciatus, whereas in the area of sym-
patry in the Great Plains, individuals of P. fasciatus are larger than P.
flavescens. Structural convergence in size, bullar inflation, and inter-
bullar constriction has occurred in the two species in the Uintah Basin
area, but in sympatry (Great Plains populations), the two species are
divergent in size and proportions (see Williams, 1978b for additional
measurements of P. flavescens). Williams (l978b) did not find the two
species together at any locality in the Uintah Basin, although they
were captured on opposite sides of the White River, and at other lo-
calities within 5 km of each other north of the White River and west
of the Green River. He observed no apparent differences in the habi-
tats of the two species there. These data suggest that competitive ex-
clusion could be the major interspecific interaction in the Uintah Basin.
Alternately, one or both species may be recent arrivals, and interspe-
cific interactions may be just beginning (Williams, 1978b).
In southeastern Wyoming, Maxwell and Brown (1968) caught P.
fasciatus only in a Bouteloua-Stipa community with sandy loam soils
and relatively dense vegetational cover. They found P. flavescens to
be more euryecious, but most abundant on loamy sand and sandy loam
soils in sage-grass communities. They did not find the two species
together at any of their trapping stations. Based upon our experiences
(Williams, 1978b; Genoways and Jones, 1972, and unpublished), and
those of others (for example, Jones, 1964; Swenk, 1940, Nero, 1958),
P. flavescens is usually limited to relatively open habitats with sand
or sandy loam soils. P. fasciatus is more tolerant of a variety of sub-
r
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Fig. 6.-Map, showing approximate collecting localities and geographical dis tribution
of subspecies of Pero gnathus fasciatus, A = Pi fas ciat us fas ciatus ; B = P.j. callistus .
Concentric circles indicate type local ities . Localities with partially overlapping posi tions
are indicated by single circles .
strates and densities of vegetational cover, but does not appear to
inhabit sand soils where P. flavescens occ urs . Well-marked habitat
differences , toge ther with size and prop ortional differe nces in the pop-
ulations suggest a long period of competitive interaction between the
species in the Great Plains.
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It is apparent that specimens of P . fasciatus are readily separable
into two distinct groups. Individuals from the Great Plains are smaller ,
with shorter tails , .proportionately smaller bullae, and are darker col-
ored. This population includes the subspecies P. fa sciatu s fa sciatus
Wied, 1839, PJ infraluteus Thomas, 1892, PJ litus Cary , 1911, and
P.I olivaceogriseus Swenk, 1940. We can see no basi s for recognizing
more than a single taxon from this area. Individuals of the other pop-
ulations are larger, with proportionately longer tails, larger bullae , and
paler color, and are found in the Unitah , Bridger, and Great Divide
basins, and contiguous areas (Fig. 6). This group includes P.fasciatus
callistus Osgood, 1900, and some specimens that were previously as-
signed to P.f. titus (but not the holotype of P.f. titus, from the Shirley
Basin, which was placed among the individuals of the P. I fasciatus
sample in the discriminant function analyses).
Williams (19780) reported identical appearing karyotypes for indi-
viduals from samples 17, 18, and 19. Until Jones (1953) synonymized
callistus with P. fasciatus, it had been regarded as a distinct species.
The structural differences between P. I callistus and P. I fa sciatus
are not especially great, and specimens from geographically interme-
diate areas , such as the Shirley Basin (sample 16) and Ft. Steele (sam-
ple 17) are somewhat intermediate structurally (Fig. 2). In our opinion,
the evidence fully supports Jones ' (1953) decision that callistus is a
race of P. fasciatus,
SYST EM ATI C A CCO UNTS
Perognathus fasciatus fasciatus Wied , 1839
1839. Perognathus fa sciatus Wied , Nova Acta Phys .-Med ., Acad . Caes r. Leop.vt.arol . ,
19:369.
1893. Perognathus infr alut eus Thomas, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., ser. 6. 11 :406, May;
holotype from Lo veland , Larimer Co.. Colorado.
1900. Perognathus fa sciatus infraluteus , Osgood , N. Amer. Faun a , 18:19,20 Septem-
ber.
1911. Perognathus fa sciatu s litus Cary , Proc . Biol , Soc . Washington , 24:61, 22 March ;
holot ype from Sun , Natrona Co., Wyoming .
1940. Perognathus fiaves cens olivaceogriseus Swenk , Missouri Valley Faun a, 3:6, 5
June ; holotype from Chadron [Litt le Bordeaux Creek , sec. 14. T38N , R48W, 3
mi E Chadron], Dawes Co ., Nebraska.
1953. Perognathus fasciatus olivaceogriseus, Jones, Univ. Kansas Pub!., Mus. Nat.
Hist., 5:520, 1 August.
Neotype.-Adult male (age class 4), skin and skull , BS 168,599, from
Buford , Williams Co., North Dakota; obtained on 6 May 1910 by H.
E. Anthony. Both skin and skull in good condition.
Measurements of neotype.-Total length, 140; length of tail, 66;
length of hind foot , 18.0 ; occipitonasallength , 23.35; least interorbital
breadth, 5.JO ; alveolar length of maxillary toothrow , 3.20; width across
maxillary toothrows , 4.45; length of bulla , 7.70; width across bullae ,
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11.90; length of interparietal, 2.65; width of interparietals , 4.90; length
of nasal , 8.75; width of nasals , 2.15; width of rostrum, 4.00; least
interbullar distance , 4.60; crown length of mandibular toothrow, 2.85;
bullar extension, 0.00.
Distribution .-Found on light , sandy soils in the northern Great
Plains , in areas generally receiving less than 20 inches of mean annu al
precipitation. Known from near Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, southward
to near La Veta , Huerfano Co., Colorado; and from near the North
Dakota-Minnesota border west to southeastern Alberta (Fig. 6).
Diagnosis .-See Table 1, groups A, B, and C for measurements.
Size small for the species , but about average for the subgenus Per-
ognathus . Size largest in the northeast and smallest in the south. Tail
relatively short and nonpenicillate. Skull with relatively small bullae ,
wide interbullar region, and narrow interorbital region (Fig. 5). Color
dark, with prominent olivaceous tone dorsally; face and lateral line
more buffy than other dors al parts; ventral surfaces usually pure white ,
but occasionally with some buffy and gray hairs. Color darkest in the
northeast and lightest in the southwest.
Comparisons .- Distinguishable from P. fla vescens flaves cens by its
larger size (Table 1), narrower interorbital region, larger bullae, shorter
and narrower interparietals, and larger molariform teeth; color much
darker than sympatric P. jlavescens , and with an olivaceous tone that
is not present in P. fla vescens . Size considerably smaller, color more
olivaceous, and bullae much more inflated than P. hispidus , Size no-
ticeably larger, bullae less inflated , and interbullar region significantly
wider than P. fiavu s. Size smaller, color darker (buffy color near Cin-
namon-Buff or Clay-color; Ridgway, 1912), bullae less inflated, and
interbullar region relatively wider than Pi fa sciatus callistus (Table 1).
R emarks.-The disposition of Maximilian 's holotype is unknown.
We have not found any reference to it in the literature . However, we
presume that Maximilian preserved a specimen, as he included a figure
of the skull and teeth, as well as a colored plate of the animal with his
description. Some of Maximilian' s collection was purchased by the
American Museum of Natural History in 1869(Pire s, 1965), but there
were apparently no specimens of Perognathus fas ciatu s among those
purchased. Merriam (1889) rede scribed Pi fa sciatus from a " duplicate
type ," obtained from Tilyous Ranch, 27 mi above [SE] mouth Yellow-
stone River, Richland Co., Montana, on 6 October 1887. We did not
designate this specimen as the neotype because specimens were avail-
able from the type locality, and because the labial cusps of the RP4 are
compressed together , giving the tooth a subacute , triangular shape.
Maximilian has been listed in the literature under several names. He
referred to himself as Maximilian, or Maximilian, Prince of Wied. The
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Century Dictionary (1910) listed him as "Neuwied , Maximilian Alex-
ander Philipp, Prince of." He was born and resided in Neuwied, Prus-
sia. His title was apparently inherited from an earlier age, as the place,
Wied, no longer existed when Maximilian was born (1782). We can
see no reason to posthumously change his name (title) to Neuwied or
Wied-Neuwied, as was done in the early part of this century.
Sp ecim ens examined. - Total was 297. distributed as follows: MASITOBA. Awerne, 2
(BS), 6 (ROM). SASKATCHEWAN. 10 mi S Sceptre, 2 (ROM); Tompkins, 2 (BS) . COL-
ORADO. Boulder Co. : 5,500 ft [no specific loc alit y designated], I (BS). Elbert Co. : 7 mi
N Ramah . I (U MMZ). El Paso Co.: Air Force Academy, 10 mi N Colorado Springs.
4 (CAS) ; 6 mi N , I mi W Colorado Springs , 2 (U IMN H). Hu erfano Co. : 4 mi S La Veta.
I (KU). Jefferson Co. : Green Mountain, 5 mi W Denver, I (KU) . Larimer Co. : Box
Elder Canyon, sec . 2. T12N , R70W . I (U MMZ); 13 mi E FI. Collin s. I (KU) ; Linden-
meier. I (BS) ; Loveland . 10 (BS). Logan Co . : 4 mi W Peetz, I (SlUC). MONTANA.
Bighorn Co .: Sage Creek, Bighorn Basin. I (BS) ; Walborn Ranch . Crow Indian Reser-
vation. I (BSC); Walborn Ranch. middle fork Tullock Creek , Crow Indian Reservation,
3 (BSC) . Carbon Co.: Clark 's Fork River. 2 (BS). Carter Co.: Little Missouri River,
8 mi NE Albion . I (BS) ; 5 mi N . 3.5 mi W Camp Cook. 3.400 ft, 5 (KU) ; Sand Creek.
6 mi S, 4.5 mi W Camp Cook. 5 (KU); Ekalaka Hills. 4.5 mi E Ekalaka. I (MMN H).
Custer Co.: 13 mi E Mile s City. I (U MMZ). Fallon Co. : 18 mi S Baker. I (UM). Garfield
Co. : Piney Buttes . I (BS) . Phillips Co. : Frenchman River, 3 (BS). Powder River Co.:
2 mi E Biddle , I (UM); Powderville, 2 (BS) . Richland Co .: Tilyous Ranch. 27 mi above
mouth Yell ow stone River . 6 (BS). Roosevelt Co. : 9 mi SE Bainville . 4 (UMMZ) ; 6.5 mi
N Culbertson, 2 (UI MN H); Johnson Lake. 2 (BS); 2.25 mi W McCabe . I (UI MNH).
Ros ebud Co. : Big Porcupine Creek, I (BS). Sheridan Co. : 3 mi S Medicine Lake , 1,880
ft , I (KU); 5 mi SW Plentywood, I (U M). Valley Co. : Big Porcupine Creek, I (BS) .
Yellowstone Co.: Lake Basin, 2 (BS) . NEBRASKA. Bann er Co. : 10 mi S , 2.5 mi E Gering.
3 (VMKSC) . Cherry Co. : FI. Niobrara Game Reserve, I (UNSM); 10 mi E Gordon. I
(FMNH) ; 12 mi ESE Gordon , 2 (FMNH) ; Sparks. I (UMMZ) . Dawes Co. : 10 mi S
Chadron. 3 (U MMZ); I mi SW Chadron, I (UNSM). Garden Co.: 2 mi S Oshkosh, I
(KU). Kimball Co.: Pole Creek , 490 mi from FI. Riley [= Lodgepole Creek], I (BS).
Sheridan Co.: Mirage Township , I (U MMZ). Sioux Co.: 1.5 mi E , 16 mi S Agate , 4 ,950
n, I (KU) ; 6 mi W Crawford. I (KU); 5.5 mi W Crawford. 1 (UNSM); 8 mi W FI.
Robinson, I (UNSM); 3 mi N Glenn, 2 (UNSM) ; 3 mi N , I mi E Glenn , 3 (UNSM);
Glenn , I (UNSM). NORTH DAKOTA. Barn es Co.: Glen Ullin , 2 (UMMZ). Benson Co.:
2 mi W Fort Totten. 1,400 ft. 3 (KU). Billings Co.: 5.5 mi S. 2 mi W Medora, I (K U);
I mi S. I mi W Medora. 21 (KU) . Bottin eau Co .: Bottineau, I (FMNH). Burleigh Co. :
9 mi E Bismark, 8 (U MMZ). Dickey Co .: Oakes, I (BS). I (F MN H). Divide Co.: Crosby ,
I (BS). Golden Valley Co. : sec. 9, T14IN , RI05W , I (U N DAK) . Grant Co . : Le ith , I
(U NDAK). Kidder Co. : Daw son . I (BS); 6 mi W Steele. 6 (UMMZ). Logan Co. : Na-
poleon , 2 (BS). McHenry Co. : near Upham, 2 (BS ). M eKenzie Co. : 40 mi N Medora,
I (BS); sec . 36, T154N , R97W, I (UNDAK). Mcl.ean Co.: sec . 3, T144N , R82W , I
(UNDAK). Morton Co.: 11 mi S Mandan, I (UMMZ); 12 mi W Mandan, 4 (UMMZ);
sec. 29, T133N, R82W. I (UN DAK); sec . 6, T137N, R82W , I (UNDAK); sec . 16.
T138N, R87W , I (UNDAK) . Oliver Co.: FI. Clark, 10 (BS) . Pembina Co. : Week's
Farm, sec . 36, T160N, R56W , 1 (MSB). Sargent Co.: I mi S , 7.2 mi E Oakes, 1,200 ft .
I (KU) . Sioux Co. : Cannon Ball , 7 (BS ). Slope Co. : Badlands , I (U N DAK); sec . 17-
18. T135N. RIOIW, 2 (UNDAK) ; sec . 12. T136N, RlOIW , 3 (U N DAK); sec. II , T136N.
RI02W. 4 (UN DAK); sec. 30, T136N , RI04W . I (UN DAK). Stark Co. : I mi S Dick-
inson. I (UMMZ); 9 mi W Dickinson. 7 (U MMZ); 2 mi W Taylor. 7 (U MMZ) . Stutsman
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Co.: 7 mi N Jamestown, 1 (UMMZ) ; 14 mi W Jamestown , 1 (UMMZ). Walsh Co. : 3 mi
W Park River , 1 (KU). Wells Co.: Bowden, 2 (BS), 2 (CM). Williams Co.: Buford , 10
(BS) . SOUTH DAKOTA . Beadle Co. : 4 mi S , 5 mi E Hitchcock, I (UIMNH) . Custer Co. :
Quinn' s Draw, Cheyenne River, 3 (BS ); Campbell 's Ranch , Elk Mountain , 4,800 ft . 1
(BSC). Jackson Co. : 7 mi SW Kadoka, 2 (MMNH). Mead e Co.: Smithville, I (BS) .
Shannon Co. : 10 mi S Imlay , 2 (BS) ; Pine Ridge , 3 (BS). 1 (FMNH). Todd Co. : Mini-
chaduza River , 2 (BS ); 15 mi W Mission, 1 (MSB) ; Rosebud Agency , 1 (BS) . Tripp Co.:
I mi SE Colome, 3 (UMMZ) . Walworth Co.: Molstad Lake Park, 1 (KU); Swan Creek,
13 mi S Selby, 1 (K U). Washabaugh Co. : White River Flood Plain, 7 mi S Kadoka, 1
(U MMZ). No Count y Designat ed: Black Hill s , 1 (BS). WYOMING. Carbon Co. : Ft.
Steele , I (BS) ; I mi E Ft. Steele , 15 (MSB); 8 mi SE Lost Soldier, 2 (BS) . Conv erse
Co.: Van Tassel Creek, I (CM). Crook Co. : Sundance , I (BS). Freemont Co.: 40 mi E
Dubois , I (UMMZ) ; Granite Mountains, I (UMMZ). Hot Springs Co.: Kirby Creek,
5,000 ft , 1 (BS) . Johnson Co. : 2 mi S , 6.5 mi W Buffalo , 5,620 ft , 3 (KU). Natrona Co. :
Casper, I (BS); 5 mi W Independence Rock, 6,000 ft , 4 (KU); 16 mi S , 11 mi W Waltman ,
6.950 tt, I (K U). Sh eridan Co. : Arvada, 3 (BS); 5 mi NE Clearmont, 3,900 ft , 2 (KU).
Weston Co. : Newcastle , 1 (BS).
Additional records .-ALnERTA . Foremost (Jones, 1953); Manybenies (Jones, 1953);
Medicine Hat (Jones , 1953). MANITOBA. Junction Antler and Souris rivers (Jones, 1953);
Oak Lake (Jones, 1953); Treesbank (Anderson, 1947). SASKATCHEWAN. Baildon (Nero,
(965) ; Beaver Creek , 9 mi S Saskatoon (Nero , 1958); 10 mi SE Beechy (Nero, 1965);
Big Muddy Valle y , near Bengaugh (Nero, 1965); Ceylon (Nero . 1964); Corval (Nero.
1958); Cottonwood Creek, near Regina (Nero, 1965); 6 mi SE Elbow (Nero, 1958); 4 mi
SW Elbow (Nero, 1958); Estevan (Nero, 1965); Eyebrow Lake (Nero , 1958); 2 mi NE
Grandora (Nero , 1958); Hatfield (Nero , 1958); Imperial (Nero, 1965); Last Mountain
Lake, West of Govan (Nero , 1%5) ; 6 mi S Meyronne (Nero , 1965); 6 mi SE Meyronne
(Nero, 1965) ; Moon Lake, 5 mi SW Saskatoon (Nero , 1958); Mortlach (Nero , 1965);
North Portal (Nero, 1965); Old Wive s (Nero , 1958); Piapot (Nero , 1965); Quantock
(Nero , 1958); Radville , (Nero, 1965); Regina Beach (Nero, 1958); Saskatchewan Landing
(Nero , 1965); Skull Creek (Nero, 1965); Strawberry Lakes (Nero, 1965); 4 mi E Swanson
(Nero. 1958); Weyburn (Nero, 1958). COLORADO. Custer Co. : 12.4 mi (by road) NE
Silver Cliff, (Armstrong , 1972); 11.2 mi (by road) NE Silver Cliff, 8,200 ft (Armstrong,
1972); 10.4 mi (by road) NE Silver Cliff, 8,025 ft (Armstro ng, 1972); 9.6 mi (by road)
NE Silver Cliff, 7,989 ft (Armstrong, 1972); 9.2 mi (by road) NE Silver Cliff. 8,000 ft
(Armstrong, 1972); 8.4 mi (by road) NE Silver Cliff, 8,200 ft (Armstrong, 1972); 6.8 mi
(by road) NE Silver Cliff, 8,200 ft (Armstrong , 1972); 6.4 mi (by road) NE Silver Cliff,
8,200 ft (Armstrong, 1972); 5.6 mi (by road) NE Silver Cliff, 8,050 ft (Armstrong, 1972);
4.4 mi (by ro ad) NE Silver Cliff, 7 ,950 ft (Arms trong, 1972); 3.6 mi (by road) NE Silver
Cliff, 7,975 ft (Arms tro ng, 1972): 2.4 mi (by road) NE Silver Cliff, 7,970 ft (Arms trong,
1972); 1.2 mi (by road) NE Silver Cliff, 7 ,900 ft (Armstrong, 1972). Freem ont Co.: 23.7
mi (by road) NE Silver Cliff, 6,200 ft (Armstrong, 1972); 14.8 mi (by road) NE Silver
Cliff (Armstrong, 1972); 13.6 mi (by road) NE Silver Cliff, 7,980 ft (Armstrong, 1972).
Weld Co.: 2.5 mi N , 12.5 mi E Ft. Collins (Armstrong , 1972). MONTANA . Custer Co. :
Calf Creek (Jones, 1953); Wolfs Creek (Jones , 1953). NEBRASKA. Cherry Co. : Valentine
(Jones , 1953). Dawes Co. : Chadron State Park (Jones , 1953); Little Bordeaux Creek,
3 mi E Chadron (Jones, 1953). Sioux Co. : Monroe Canyon (Jones , 1953). SOUTH DA-
KOTA . Cust er Co. : Cheyenne River (Jones , 1953) ; Wind Cave Canyon , Wind Cave
National Park , 4,100 ft (Turner, 1974). Shannon Co.: Corral Draw (Jones , 1953). Wy-
OMING. Albany Co. : Tie Siding Picnic Grounds, 8,595 ft (Long, 1965). Campbell Co. :
1.25 mi N , 0.5 mi E Rocky Point, 3,850 ft (Jones, 1953). Goshen Co. : Muskrat Canyon
(Long, 1965). John son Co.: I mi WSW Kaycee , 4,700 ft (Jones, 1953). Larami e Co.:
15 mi ESE Cheyenne (Long, 1965). Natrona Co.: 1 mi NE Casper, 5,150 ft (Jones ,
1953). Platt e Co.: 2.5 mi S Chugwater (Jones, 1953). Weston Co. : 23 mi SW Newcastle ,
4,500 ft (Jones , 1953).
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Perognathus fasciatus callistus Osgood , 1900
1900. Perognathus callistu s Osgood , N. Amer. Fauna, 18:28, 20 September.
1953 . Perognathus fas ciatu s callistus , Jones , Univ . Kansas Publ., Mus. Nat. Hist. ,
5:524, I August.
Holotype .-Adult male (age class 4), skin and skull , BS 88,245, from
Kinne y Ranch [about 22 mi S Bitter Creek], Sweetwater Co .. Wyo-
ming; obtained on 14 May 1897 by J. A. Loring. Both skin and skull
in good condition.
Measurements of holotype .-Total length , 135; length of tail , 63;
length of hind foot , 18.0; occipitonasallength, 22.65; least interorbital
breadth, 5.05; alveolar length of maxillary toothrow , 3.10; width across
maxillary toothrows, 4.45; length of bulla, 8.55; width across bullae,
13.10; length of interparietal, 2.70; width of interparietals, 4.65; length
of nasal, 8.10; width of nasals, 2.35; width of rostrum , 3.55; least
intcrbullar distance, 4.50; crown length of mandibular toothrow , 2.90;
bullar extension, 0.15.
Distribution.-Desert and steppe grassland associations (Upper So-
noran) in the Uintah, Bridger, and Great Divide basins, and contiguous
areas of Colorado, Utah , and Wyoming (Fig. 6).
Diagnosis .-See Table I, group D for measurements . Size large for
the species , and near average for the subgenus Perognathus, Tail rel-
atively longer than other populations of Pi fa sciatus , but about average
for the subgenus; tail nonpenicillate. Skull with relatively large bullae ,
narrow interbullar region , and wide interorbital region (Fig. 5). Color
light , without prominent olivaceous tone dorsally; ventral surfaces
pure white.
Comparisons.-Distinguishable from P.jiavescens caryi of the Uin-
tah Basin by smaller size , relatively shorter tail, and light olive-yellow,
rather than yellowish-orange lateral line; interparietal shorter, rostrum
narrower, and interbullar region wider than P. f. caryi (see Williams ,
1978b, for measurements of P. f. caryi). Differs from P. parvus in
smaller size (occipitonasal length in P. parvus averages greater than
25.5 mm), more buffy (less gray) color, and much shorter , nonpeni-
ciliate tail. Size larger, tail longer, color lighter (buffy color near
Cream-Buff or Chamois; Ridgway, 1912) than Pi f.fasciatus , with less
of an olivaceous tone; interorbital region wider, bullae more inflated,
and interbullar region more constricted than P. f. fa sciatus (Fig. 5).
Remarks .-Specimens previously assigned to P. fasciatu s titus from
Sweetwater Co., Wyoming (Jones, 1953; Long , 1965; and Williams,
1978b) are referrable to P. f . callis tus , Specimens assigned to P. f.
litus by Jones (1953), from Carbon, Freemont, and Natrona counties ,
Wyoming , including the holotype of P. f. litus, are referrable to P. f.
fa sciatus ,
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Specimens examined.-Total was 82, distributed as follows: COLORADO. Moffat Co.:
N Bank Yampa River, 5 mi NW Cross Mountain, I (CM). Rio Blanco Co.: 16 mi W
Meeker, 3 mi up Scenery Gulch [N of White River], I (CM). UTAH. Dagget Co.:
Bridgeport, 1 (UU); 0.5 mi SW Clay Basin Camp, 6,300 ft, 2 (UU). Uintah Co.: 4.6 mi
N Bonanza, 4 (MSB); Bonanza, I (UU); 1.5 mi E Bonanza, 1 (MSB); Dead Man Bench,
West Rim (opposite Leota Flats) [W side Green River], 2 (CM); E side Green River, 3
mi S Jensen, 1 (CM). WYOMING. Carbon Co.: Loco Creek, 25 mi W Saratoga, 7,500 ft,
1 (BSC); Sane Creek, 17 mi W Saratoga, 1 (BSC). Sweetwater Co.: 18 mi S Bitter
Creek, 6,800 ft, 3 (KU); 30 mi S Bitter Creek, 2 (KU); 33 mi S Bitter Creek, 6,900 ft,
2 (KU); Green River [city], 2 (BS); 350 river miles N Green River, Utah [opposite mouth
Black's Fork, 5,930 ft], 1 (UU); Kinney Ranch, the holotype + 3 (BS); Kinney Ranch,
21 mi S Bitter Creek, 6,800 ft, 6 (KU), 2 (MVZ); Kinney Ranch, sec. 8, Tl5N, R98W,
23 mi SW Bitter Creek, 1 (MVZ); the Green River, 4 mi ENE Linwood, 2 (KU); 27 mi
N, 37 mi E Rock Springs, 6,700 ft, 5 (KU); 32 mi S, 22 mi E Rock Springs, 7,025 ft, 2
(KU); Shell Creek, 25 mi S Bitter Creek, 5 (CM); 27 N Table Rock, 1 (UMMZ); 25.4
mi N Table Rock, 27 (MSB); 2.5 mi N Wamsutter, I (KU).
Additional records .-COLORADO. Moffat Co.: [little] Snake River, 7 mi above Bear
[Yampa] River (Armstrong, 1972); Two Bar Spring [20 mi NW Junction Little Snake
and Yampa rivers] (Armstrong, 1972). WYOMING. Sweetwater Co.: 25 mi N, 38 mi E
Rock Springs, 6,700 ft (Jones, 1953).
Other Specimens Examined
Perognathus fiavescens fiavescens.-Total was 110, distributed as follows: COLO-
RADO. Adams Co.: Barr, 1 (UCM). Cheyenne Co.: 1 mi N, 8 mi E Kit Carson, I (KU).
Kit Carson Co.: Tuttle, 1 (BS). Pueblo Co.: Pueblo, 2 (BS). Washington Co.: 8 mi W
Akron, 6 (UMMZ); Eastern Colorado Experiment Range, 2 (KU); 10 mi S, 7 mi E Otis
Wash, I (KU). Weld Co.: Greeley, 2 (BS); Roggen, 1 (FMNH). NEBRASKA. Antelope
Co.: Clearwater, 1 (UMMZ); Neligh, 1 (BS), 1 (UNSM). Banner Co.: 10 mi S, 2.5 mi
E Gering, 3 (VMKSC). Cherry Co.: Big Alkali Lake, 1 (UNSM); Hackberry Lake, 1
(BSC), 2 (KU), 18 (UMMZ); Kennedy, 4 (MVZ), 1 (UMMZ); 2 mi E Kennedy, 3 (KU);
4 mi E Kennedy, 2 (KU); 4 mi S Kennedy, 1 (UNSM); 18 mi NW Kennedy, 1 (UNSM);
11.5 mi S, 0.5 mi W Nenzel, 3,000 ft, 1 (VMKSC); Niobrara River, 10 mi S Cody, 1
(UNSM); 2 mi E Valentine, 1 (KU); 4 mi E Valentine, 1 (KU). Custer Co.: II mi S, 2
mi W Broken Bow, 2 (VMKSC). Garden Co.: Headquarters, Crescent Lake National
Wildlife Refuge, sec. 29, T21N, R44W, 3 (UNSM); 0.75 mi E Headquarters, Crescent
Lake National Wildlife Refuge, sec. 28, T21N, R44W, 1 (UNSM); 3 mi S Headquarters,
Crescent Lake National Wildlife Refuge, 4 (UNSM); 5 mi S Headquarters, Crescent
Lake National Wildlife Refuge, 1 (UNSM). Hooker Co.: Kelso, 7 (UMMZ). Kearney
Co.: 10 mi N, 1 mi E Axtell, 2 (VMKSC); 10 mi E Axtell, 4 (VMKSC); Doby Town, 5
mi S, 3 mi E Kearney, 8 (VMKSC). Keith Co.: N side Kingsley Reservoir, 1 (UNSM).
Lincoln Co.: 1 mi N Brady, 1 (UNSM); Brady, 1 (UNSM); 2.5 mi N, 4.5 mi E North
Platte, 1 (VMKSC). Rock Co.: Perch, 1 (FMNH). Scotts Bluff Co.: 6 mi N Mitchell,
1 (UNSM). Sheridan Co.: 14 mi W Lakeside, 1 (MVZ). Thomas Co.: Halsey National
Forest, 1 (VMKSC). SOUTH DAKOTA. Bennett Co.: Batesland, 1 (FMNH). Potter Co.:
Whitlock's Crossing, 8 (KU).
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